
121 Mast 31st Street 
Dew York, . New. York 10016 

22 > Sep 1977 

| Me. sylvia Meagher 
- 302 West 12th Street 
New York, New York 

| Dear Ms. Meagher P; 

I'm a freelance writer present ly working OTT: weaves 
mirsbile dictus. =~ the Kennedy assassinations. 
Specifically, I m writing a rather lengthy essay~review of “the two Dooke abovt Oswald 
Which are being published this Fall: I've 
Fast finished Michael Eddowes' THE OSWALD FILE, 
and I'm awaiting a review copy of Priscilla 
Johnson: McMillan's MARINA AND LEE, which 

‘Harper is publishing next mont. . 

‘As a latecémer to the case, I wanted to say 
how indebted I am to you for. the SUBJECT os 
INDEX and ACCESSORIES AFTER THE FACT: TI don!t. 
see how any writing about the case could proceed 

without then (Ineidentally, rt 1m appalled at 
learning that the SUBJECT INDEX is out: of print: 
How can that be?).. I'm writing you to ask if,, 
iniyour pre-eminent knowledge about the case,. 
‘you d be willing to talk with me about the 
evidence and conclusions in.the two new bookse 

As. I said, I am wird ting ancessay and. Rot ‘merely. 
a “book-~rev.iew," and I am certain that. 
‘Light you might shed emmy own. cenelusions: about 
Edd owes and MeMillan: would ‘enhance the Value . 
of my story a very. great deal, indeed. oe 

Jf ‘shoula add that should yousy ourself. ‘be. thinking 
of writing. about the books, or ne-the 

- that I'a understand berfe etly | yo 
Be. sit ‘still fer an inte: ee 
is. net the case; I wonte: 
and. discuss this a bit fay 



‘I*prebably should have. gaia earlier that Py 
Pound Eadowes' thesis (that Oswald was’ inits 
n awala” ee a. Comp. eat creature of . ‘the KGB) both. untenable and unproven; and. that I'am pred peney 
‘against Ms. MeMi lam <= her publishers quote: — 
her aa saying that "after combing the arch es," 
she found "no evidence. that Oswald was. part “OF |: Bay conspiracy". and that "he aeted alone.” , 
Added to that is the Tags : of Ms. McMillan S 

Was Poongyaements om the seee. (most 

Agéiny let me. thank you. ‘fer the meticulous, 
gracefully-writtem work you've done to help — 
Us all aleng; I hope that we can. arrange . , ancinterview inceennection with: My essay ws ~ Which, incidentally, I view ag only a tiny — 
addition. to the mosaic. you've already, ‘paste 
80 well. 

i lock forward to speaking with yous 

. Be at regard By 


